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ABSTRACT: The activated mammalian CAPN-structures, 
the CAPN/CAST complex in particular, have become an 
invaluable target model using the structure-based virtual 
screening of drug candidates from discovery phase to de-
velopment for over-activated CAPN. An important key to 
understanding CAPN1 inhibition by CAST is to determine 
at the molecular level how CAST interacts with CAPN1 to 
inhibit its protease activity. A 3D structure model of the 
bovine CAPN1/CAST4 complex was built by comparative 
modeling based on the only known rat CAPN2/CAST4 
complex. The complex model suggests certain residues of 
the bovine CAST4, notably TIPPKYQ motif sequence, and 
the structural elements of these residues, which are im-
portant for CAPN1 inhibition. These functional interfaces 
will serve as to guide the site-mutagenesis to research the 
bovine CAPN1 structure-function relationships for the de-
sign of small molecules inhibitors to prevent uncontrolled 
and unspecific degradation in the proteolysis of key prote-
ase substrates. 
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Introduction 
 

Calpains, a family of intracellular calcium-
dependent, cysteine proteases; known in 15 mammalian 
isoforms, exist in almost all eukaryotes.	  Two mammalian 
isoforms of the µ-and m-calpains (CAPN1 and CAPN2, 
respectively) are best characterized by the qualities that 
both of them are involved in both the classical and ubiqui-
tous groups, and are each transcribed in most tissues.  
Activated CAPN decomposes its substrate proteins, in ei-
ther membrane or cytosol, by overcoming structural con-
straints imposed by catalytic domains released thereafter 
from the membranes. The multiple parameters that influ-
ence CAPN activity have been investigated for its roles in 
Ca+2-modulation, autoproteolysis, phosphorylation, and 
intracellular distribution and inhibition by its endogenous 
inhibitor calpastatin, (CAST). Only the CAPN2 regulation 
system was previously known to have both CAPN2/CAST- 
complex structure-function, and interaction sites ((Hanna et 
al. (2008); Moldoveanu et al. (2008)). The CAPN family 
members belonging to different groups share sequence ho-
mologous (more than 50%), and domain structures in the 
protease domains DI and DII with a substrate binding cleft 
in-between. To finely analyze the effects of reducing or 
enhancing the activity of CAPN, the inhibitory preferences 
of CAST conserved at the potential sites (CAST has four 
equivalent domains; each domain inhibits one CAPN mole-

cule with variable efficiency) could be an important link 
between the candidate inhibitors.	  We thought that CAPN1 
and CAPN2 might be regulated differently from each other, 
and also from identical group members, by CAST.	   In this 
study, we analyze comprehensive binding patterns and con-
straints among functional sites (binding contact regions 
with molecular partners and Ca+2-binding motifs, which 
play significant roles in regulation of the CAPN response) 
using targeted virtual mutations, to prove its specificities in 
the recognize companions. When screening inhibitor candi-
dates, simulating the effects of their inhibition mode should 
be observed with the recognition that disease-related varia-
tion in the CAPN system bring out more structural than 
functional defects. 

 
Materials and Methods 

 
Predicting the complex structure between cal-

cium bound, bovine CAPN1 and CAST. To date, the only 
complex structures for Ca+2-binding to CAPN2/CAST4 or 
to the CAPN2/CAST1 proteolytic system are known from 
rats (PDB code3BOW, 3DF0), while the complex structure 
of the CAPN1/CAST system is not known in other species, 
including even other mammals. The Ca+2-binding to CAPN 
must be a prerequisite for interactions of both of them that 
allows CAST to recognize only the Ca+2-induced confor-
mation of CAPN in order to inhibit it. We attempted to pre-
dict the interaction process in Ca+2-induced binding of 
CAPN1 to CAST using the model structures. To build ho-
mology models for the 3D structure of the enzyme from its 
protein sequence, the alignment of bovine CAPN1 sequence 
with the template sequences was obtained by creating a 
sequence profile produced to the SwissProte 
(http://www.expasy.org) protein database (BLAST search) 
and then aligning the sequence profile to the pre-aligned 
template structures using structure alignment. The best 
template is one that has high structure similarity, covers the 
entire sequence length, has a fairly high sequence identity, 
and has a good E-value (<1ⅹ10-5). The high-resolution 
structure of the template is also an absolute requirement. As 
results, the bovine CAPN1 protein sequence to template 
structures (PDB code 1QXP:B, 1KXR:B, and 3BOW:A) is 
mapping to the conserved core by the sequence identity 
59.4-80.2% and similarity 77.0-85.8% between them. The 
structural model of bovine CAPN1 (from Ala34 to Ala716 
residues) was then created using MODELER9 v8 program 
within the Discovery Studio interface. The structural model 
generated with MODELER (Sali et al. (1995)) has loop 
regions present in the bovine CAPN1 sequence which are 
not aligned to any template structures. So we refined the 



loop conformation using the DOPE (Discrete Optimized 
Protein Energy) scoring function (Shen et al. (2006)) in 
MODELER as a measure of model quality. The DOPE-
loop-potential function measures the relative stability of a 
conformation with respect to other conformations of the 
same enzyme. The model with the lower score is the better 
one. The side chain conformation of the enzyme is after-
wards optimized through a process of systematic searching 
for side chain conformation, and by CHARMm energy min-
imization.  

 
Apart from building the activated bovine CAPN1 

model, another homology model allows us to build a bovine 
CAST substructure (Glu638-Asp696) based on pair align-
ment of its CAST sequence with the only template 3BOW 
of the C chain (3BOW:C) on rat CAST4 (Glu571-Asp661, 
95 residues). Since the CAST protein sequence is unique, it 
has no sequence homologous to any polypeptide that has 
been sequenced before. When compared with each other, 
the subregions of bovine CAST have sequence conservation 
at identity 72.9% and similarity 86.4%, to those of the rat 
CAST4 (Glu571-Asn629). The structural model of bovine 
CAST contains subdomains AB of CAST4 of which each A 
and B subdomain binds to DIV, and to protease cores (DI 
and DII) and DIII of the bovine CAPN1, simultaneously. In 
the structural model of bovine CAPN1 inhibition by CAST, 
the initial interaction locations of the CAST subregions are 
specified according to CAST positions of the template 
(PDB code 3BOW:C). The docked complexes are superim-
posed in such ways that they induce Ca+2 to activate the 
CAPN1 structure, and three Ca+2-binding sites of the tem-
plate (PDB code 3BOW). This allows soft body docking to 
two proteins. Then the solvent effects were considered us-
ing an empirical scoring function as dielectric constant val-
ue 80 (as water environment). In the process, the coordi-
nates of all the hydrogen atoms, and structural optimization 
of the entire hydrogen-bond network, have been followed 
by calculation of electrostatic effects at pH 7.4 in the en-
zyme molecule because the enzyme itself exhibited optimal, 
Ca+2-dependent proteolytic activity at the natural pH (as we 
can see from its name of calcium-activated natural protease 
CANP). 

 
An assessment of the 3D structure model of the fi-

nal bovine CAPN1/CAST4 complex involved two inde-
pendent tests evaluating its internal stability and reliability. 
The first test was PDFs (Probability Density Functions) 
total energy; describing the geometric features of the mole-
cule, such as bond length, bond angles, dihedral angles, and 
non-bond distances. The PDFs are derived statistically and 
empirically from a database of known protein structures 
that set the spatial restraints derived from the stereo-
chemical and homology of the templates. The second test 
was carried out using QMEAN score6 on SWISS-model 
Workspace assessable via ExPASy web server (http:// 
swissmodel.expasy.org/). This QMEAN score is a score 
reflecting the reliability of the predictive model in a range 
from 0 to 1; with higher values for more reliable candidates. 

This score is able to drive both errors of the entire structure 
and per residue, on the basis of one predictive model. Ho-
mology modeling and all computational studies were per-
formed with the Discovery studio (DS) 3.1 molecular mod-
eling package on a personal workstation. 

 
 

Results and Discussion 
 

A structural model for the inhibition of CAPN1 
by CAST4 from both bovines. It is well known that the 
CAPN1 and CAPN2 structures are heterodimers and mul-
tidomain enzymes which contained large and small subunits 
for both CAPN molecules. The large subunits are made up 
of domains DI to DIV and the small subunits contain two 
domains (DV as a Gly-Pro rich domain, and DVI). The 
small regulatory subunit of CAPN is identical in CAPN1 
and CAPN2 molecules. Upon homology modeling, the bo-
vine CAPN1 model structure was built in only large catalyt-
ic subunits. The modeled catalytic subunit of bovine 
CAPN1 consists of multi-domains of approximately 700 
amino acid residues having four domains (from DI to DIV, 
DI: residues 30-220; DII: 221-386; DIII: 387-543; DIV 
544-716). The catalytic subunits of bovine CAPN1 and 
CAPN2 are different gene products (genes on chromosomes 
29 and 16, respectively) but share 62.5% sequence identity 
and 81.5% similarity, especially to have 62.4% sequence 
identity in humans (corresponding to sharing 55-65% se-
quence homology of both CAPN subgroup catalytic subu-
nits within a given other mammalian species). We predicted 
the active complex structure between the catalytic subunit 
of CAPN1 and the partial regions of CAST4 (residue 638-
696) from bovines. The modeled structure of CAST4 is 
composed of subdomains AB. Therein, CAST4 subdomain 
A fold as an acidic amphiphatic helix bound to a Ca+2-
induced hydrophobic pocket in DIV. The subdomain B ar-
chitecture extends from a two-turn amphiphatic helix on the 
C-terminal side, to an extended polypeptide on the N-
terminal side, covering the surface of CAPN1 and putting it 
in contact with multiple-domains from DI to DIII in the 
bovine CAPN1. The statistical values reflecting the quality 
of the model structures of the Ca+2-bound, bovine 
CAPN1/CAST4 complex are presented in Table 1. The 
complex model structure between subdomains A and B of 
CAST4, and a larger catalytic subunit (DI-DIV) of CAPN1, 
has similar quality and overall structural frames like its 
template structure (rat CAPN2/CAST4 domain complex-
3BOW). Figure 1 also presents a parallel of the density plot 
between the predicted model of the complex and a template 
structure (3BOW); compared for each reference structure 
that the bovine CAPN1/CAST4 complex model has 
QMEAN score of 0.67 and differs from 641 reference struc-
tures consisting of about 740 residues (±10%) as standard 
deviation of -1.04, while the corresponding template struc-
ture (3BOW) have QMEAN score of 0.68 and standard 
deviation of -0.82 with similar size 919 residues (±10%) for 
414 reference structures. The enzyme and the model of its 
inhibitor complex could be accommodated without large 
disruption of the overall binding structure therefore the pre-



dictive complex model is available for examining the indi-
vidual contributions of each key residue to the overall in-
hibitory activity. 

 
Table 1. Estimating the quality of protein structural 
models 
QMEAN6 score  The rat CAPN2/CAST4 

(3BOW) 
The predicted 
CAPN1/CAST4 model 

Raw score Z-score Raw score Z-score 
C-beta interaction 
energy  

-314.42 -0.01 -213.98 -0.30 

All-atom pairwise 
energy  

-30398.27 0.40 -19083.34 -0.46 

Solvation energy -110.00 0.60 -52.80 -1.30 
Torsion angle ener-
gy  

-230.02 -0.34 -190.68 -0.27 

Secondary structure 
agreement  

80.4% -0.19 78.1% -0.76 

QMEAN6  score  0.678 -0.82 0.673 -1.04 
Residues  914 742 
PDFs total energy - 108223 
DOPE score  - -86723.3 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Density plot of the predicted model (left) and 
the template structure of 3BOW (right)  

 
 
Key interaction contacts made the bovine 

CAPN1/CAST4. In the model structure, it was immediate-
ly obvious from the template structure (rat CAPN2 from 
3BOW) that for bovine CAPN1 catalytic subunits, although 
they already have similar interaction contacts for nonspecif-
ic binding to the enzyme substrate and inhibitor, there must 
exist class-specific interaction constraints in the enzyme 
binding pocket. Both regulation systems share fundamental 
biochemical properties in their interaction constraints. Since 
the modeled bovine catalytic subunit (DI-DIV) shares ap-
proximately 60% sequence identity with rat CAPN2, but 
also 73% sequence identity of the CAST4 subdomains A 
and B from both these species, just as highly conserved 
residues (LDDALDXLSDSLGQ motif, GERDDTIPPXR 
motif in subdomains A and B derived from CAST4 are ca-
pable of inhibiting CAPN respectively) which are critical 
for inhibitory function within subdomains AB of CAST4 
both mammalian species. It should also be noted that most 
of the interaction constraints between CAST4 subdomain B, 
and a complete set of active site residues (Cys115, His272, 
Asn296) along with other critical flanking residues (Pro297, 
Trp298) on the CAPN1 protease core, were highly con-
served among CAPN homologs. The specificity of CAST4 
subdomain B to the bovine CAPN1 can be categorized as 

the adjacent several hydrophilic residues Lys678-Asp684 
(highly conserved KLGERDD peptide sequence in mam-
mals) to looping out from the protease core cleft into specif-
ic and effective inhibition of CAPN1, on the other hand, 
critical residues (TIPPEYR peptide sequence in mammals) 
fitted to the active site into the enzyme activity to control 
multiple aspects of the interactions with each other. Most 
notably, the conserved TIPPEYR sequence in the CAST4 
subdomain B, bound to the protease core of CAPN1, was 
previously identified as important residues across mammals 
for inhibitory activity, but on the C-terminal side of the bo-
vine CAST4 subdomain B, it corresponds to the TIPPKYQ 
sequence (residues 685-691).	  When the subdomain B binds 
to the activated enzyme on either side of the active site 
cleft, the conserved C-terminal regions (the TIPPKYQ se-
quence) have two-turn α-helix structures (the Lys689-
Asp696 helix) buried inside the narrow cleft, bordered by 
two smooth-faced sides. The sides are, made up of domains 
DI and DII, the direction of the helix induced from PPKY 
sequence’s backbone conformer (residues 687-690) target-
ed to the domain DI. The N-terminal side of CAST4 sub-
domain B, engages an area exposed at the surfaces of 
CAPN DII to DIII, permitting direct interaction with the 
corresponding residues. This further potentiates the inhibi-
tor activity of the CAST4 domain. DIII, with a shallow se-
rial groove, also contains extensive hydrophobic and elec-
trostatic interactions with CAST4 subdomain B in the com-
plex system. 
 

Conclusion 
 
We present a model for the bovine CAPN1 under-

go considerable and important changes in its conformation 
upon Ca+2-binding and further changes occur in the exact 
interaction patterns of the contact regions observed among 
trace residues when the inhibitor CAST binds. Even though 
the enzyme catalytic center (Cys115, His272, Asn296) in 
protease core is highly conserved residues across mammal 
as well as the finding of similar motif of CAST4 subdomain 
B (GERDDTIPPKYQ motif in the bovine CAST4) moti-
vated us to explore the difference of recognition specificity 
between CAPN1 and CAPN2 by the inhibitor. The entire of 
CAST4 subdomain B is seen to inhibit the bovine CAPN1 
by occupying both multiple affinity sites present as an ex-
tended polypeptide both in and around its active site cleft 
over the surface from its domain DI to DIII making contact 
with each domain of the only activate enzyme conformers. 
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